We propose the adaptive quadrature detection for multicarrier continuous-variable quantum key distribution (CVQKD). A multicarrier CVQKD scheme uses Gaussian subcarrier continuous variables for the information conveying and Gaussian sub-channels for the transmission. The proposed multicarrier detection scheme dynamically adapts to the subchannel conditions using a corresponding statistics which is provided by our sophisticated sub-channel estimation procedure. The sub-channel estimation phase determines the transmittance coefficients of the sub-channels, which information are used further in the adaptive quadrature decoding process. We define the technique called subcarrier spreading to estimate the transmittance conditions of the sub-channels with a theoretical errorminimum in the presence of a Gaussian noise. We introduce the terms of single and collective adaptive quadrature detection. We also extend the results for a multiuser multicarrier CVQKD scenario. We prove the achievable error probabilities, the signal-to-noise ratios, and quantify the attributes of the framework. The adaptive detection scheme allows to utilize the extra resources of multicarrier CVQKD and to maximize the amount of transmittable valuable information in diverse measurement and transmission conditions. The framework is particularly convenient for experimental CVQKD scenarios.
Introduction
The continuous-variable quantum key distribution (CVQKD) protocols allow for legal parties to establish an unconditionally secure communication through standard telecommunication devices and networks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In comparison with discrete-variable (DV) QKD protocols, the encoding and decoding processes do not require single-photon devices and can be implemented through standard devices of optical telecommunications [14] , [21] [22] , [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . In a CVQKD protocol, the information is generally conveyed through the position and momentum quadratures of quantum states. These quadratures together identify a continuous variable [CV] state in the phase space (referred to as single-carrier CV). In a practical CVQKD modulation, the quadratures have a Gaussian random distribution, and the presence of the eavesdropper adds a white Gaussian noise to the quadrature transmission [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . At the receiver, the noisy quadratures are detected by a homodyne (e.g., a position or a momentum quadrature is measured) or a heterodyne (e.g., both position and momentum quadrates are measured) measurement apparatus. Although the practical implementation of CVQKD requires no specialized devices, the performance of CVQKD protocols still brings up several challenges and demands significant improvements. Because the singlecarrier CVQKD transmission allows no to exploit several invaluable essential resources in the transmission phase, the multicarrier CVQKD has been proposed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In comparison with singlecarrier CVQKD, the multicarrier transmission uses Gaussian subcarrier CVs for the information conveying, which are sent through Gaussian sub-channels. Particularly, the Gaussian subchannels are derived from the physical Gaussian link via a CV unitary [2] . The multicarrier CVQKD modulation has been introduced via the adaptive multicarrier quadrature division (AMQD) framework [2] , which also has been extended to a multiuser multicarrier CVQKD setting through the multiuser quadrature allocation scheme [3] . The multicarrier transmission possesses several benefits over single-carrier transmission, such as improved noise tolerance, higher secret key rates, enhanced security thresholds, and extended transmission distances [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The multicarrier modulation also allows to exploit those additional degrees of freedom of the transmission that are not available in a single-carrier scenario. Specifically, these extra resources allow us to define several new phenomena that cannot be utilized in a single-carrier setting, such as singular layer transmission [4] , improved security thresholds [5] , multidimensional manifold extraction [6] , and subcarrier domain achievement [7] . These additional resources are provided by the extra degree of freedom of the multicarrier CVQKD scheme. In this work, we are focusing on the decoding mechanism and provide an efficient decoding framework for multicarrier CVQKD that allows for the legal parties to utilize and manifest the potential of the multicarrier modulation.
We define the adaptive quadrature detection for multicarrier CVQKD. The adaptive detection dynamically adapts to the channel conditions using a corresponding statistics of the sub-channels. This statistics is provided for the adaptive quadrature decoding process by our sophisticated subchannel estimation procedure. Precisely, the proposed estimation determines the transmittance coefficients of the sub-channels, which are used further in the process of adaptive quadrature decoding. In particular, the conditions of the sub-channels are determined by pilot-subcarrier CV quantum states, which carry no valuable information and used only in a dedicated calibration phase prior to the private information transmission of the protocol run. We introduce the technique called subcarrier spreading, which uses a subcarrier flow to estimate the transmittance conditions of the sub-channels with a theoretical minimum error probability. The adaptive quadrature detection procedure can be applied for single or collective, homodyne, or heterodyne measurement settings, receptively. We also extend the adaptive quadrature detection for a multiuser multicarrier CVQKD scenario. We derive the details of the adaptive decoding procedure, prove the achievable error probabilities and signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), and quantify the attributes of the quadrature detection scheme. The adaptive detection scheme allows to perform the decoding of the quadratures with maximal efficiency at diverse channel conditions, and for arbitrarily distributed channel coefficients. In particular, it also allows to utilize the extra resources of multicarrier CVQKD and to maximize the amount of transmittable valuable information in diverse measurement and transmission conditions for any multicarrier CVQKD scenario.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes some preliminary findings. Section 3 proposes sub-channel estimation procedure for multicarrier CVQKD. Section 4 discusses the adaptive quadrature detection scheme. Section 5 extends the adaptive quadrature detection for a multiuser multicarrier scenario. Finally, Section 6 concludes the results. Supplemental information is included in the Appendix.
Preliminaries
In Section 2, we briefly summarize the notations and basic terms. For further information, see the detailed descriptions of [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Basic Terms and Definitions

Multicarrier CVQKD
In this section we very briefly summarize the basic notations of AMQD from [2] . The following description assumes a single user, and the use of n Gaussian sub-channels i  for the transmission of the subcarriers, from which only l sub-channels will carry valuable information.
In the single-carrier modulation scheme, the j-th input single-carrier state
Gaussian state in the phase space  , with i.i.d. Gaussian random position and momentum quad-
s is the modulation variance of the quadratures. In the multicarrier scenario, the information is carried by Gaussian subcarrier CVs, 
and with i.i.d. real and imaginary zero-mean Gaussian random components
Im 0,
In the multicarrier CVQKD scenario, let n be the number of Alice's input single-carrier Gaussian states. Precisely, the n input coherent states are modeled by an n-dimensional, zero-mean, circular symmetric complex random Gaussian vector
In the first step of AMQD, Alice applies the inverse FFT (fast Fourier transform) operation to vector z (see (3)), which results in an n-dimensional zero-mean, circular symmetric complex
, ,
where 
Gaussian random variables with a constant variance
2 w s for all , 0, ,
where
is a complex variable, which quantifies the position and momentum quadrature transmission (i.e., gain) of the i-th Gaussian sub-channel i  , in the phase space  , with real and imaginary parts
Particularly, the ( )
T  variable has the squared magnitude of
Re Im
The Fourier-transformed transmittance of the i-th sub-channel i  (resulted from CVQFT operation at Bob) is denoted by ( ) ( )
The n-dimensional zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian noise vector
with independent, zero-mean Gaussian random components
with variance x p in the phase space  .
The CVQFT-transformed noise vector can be rewritten as
with independent components
3 Sub-channel Estimation for Multicarrier CVQKD
In the first part, we study the process of building multicarrier channel statistics. In the second part, we introduce the subcarrier spreading transmission technique, which minimizes the error probability of the estimation process in the presence of a Gaussian noise.
Sub-channel and Single-Carrier Channel Model Theorem 1 (Sub-channel estimation of multicarrier CVQKD). For any
Proof.
The proof assumes the use of n sub-channels from which l, l n < sub-channels are selected via the proposed estimation process. For the sub-channel selection criteria, see the properties of AMQD modulation [2] . Throughout the manuscript we focus only on the l sub-channels that are used for valuable private information transmission in the multicarrier CVQKD protocol run. 
where ( ) 
Then let
from which the
  sufficient statistics [23] [24] [25] is defined as follows:
To estimate
  , one can utilize the  mean square error [23] [24] [25] as
Without loss of generality, the minimum mean squared error E is expressed as
In particular, from the orthogonality property [23] follows that
where C Î  refers to a constant complex variable, defined as
Thus,
As follows,
  is provably a sufficient statistics to achieve the linear estimation of
The results can be extended to the transmission of the j-th single-carrier Gaussian CV as follows.
The single-carrier level channel
and the output j p ¢ is evaluated as
where j A is the transmittance coefficient of j  , averaged from the l sub-channels, A j q pilot-subcarrier CV vector is defined as
where , j i p is transmitted through the Gaussian sub-channel
where I is the l ĺ identity. The ( )
Then similar to (31) ,
from which ( )
Thus, the E minimum mean squared error is precisely
In particular, the determination of ( )
The noisy vector j ¢ q is projected onto 2 i j j V =, which results the scalar quantity
The projection of j ¢ q onto i V in the phase space  is illustrated in Fig. 1 . 
The noise ratio of the estimation process on the x position and p momentum quadrature components separately can be identified by J as
where function ( ) c ⋅ separately identifies the x position or p momentum quadrature components as ( )
by some fundamental theory [23] [24] [25] . 
(which is reasonable in a practical CVQKD calibration phase), the error probability of the detection of the noisy x p ¢ pilot-subcarrier CVs is evaluated as follows.
where ,
p is the pilot-subcarrier CV of sub-channel , 0, ,
and x ¢ p the output vector as
which can be rewritten as
where ( )
Without loss of generality, the ( )
and
Specifically, assuming that each
,
the quantity of
c Chi-square distributed [23] [24] [25] with 2l degrees of freedom, which yields a density
where 0 x ³ . In particular, the density of (55) 
From (55), the ( ) err x p p¢ error probability of the detection of x p ¢ for the l sub-channels is
where ( ) Q ⋅ is the Gaussian tail function [23] , and  SNR is a scaled SNR quantity as
where SNR is the complex SNR. The
In particular, the result in (57
Introducing an error event
which is at 0 x  without loss of generality is yielded as
For the subcarrier spreading-based sub-channel estimation scheme with a theoretical minimum of err p in the presence of a Gaussian noise, see Lemma 1. ■
Sub-channel Estimation with Subcarrier Spreading
Lemma 1 (Subcarrier spreading-based sub-channel estimation for multicarrier CVQKD 
and ,
where 0 a is an i -dimensional vector 
Then for any i, without loss of generality,
where m i ¹ . Assuming full orthogonality [23] , for any m i ¹ ,
Then let output of the i-th iteration is
where i  is the i-th sub-channel of the total l "good" sub-channels, and
The x i ¢ P outputs of the l iterations formulate the output vector out P as
After some calculations, err p is yielded as
Assuming that , , 0, , 1
holds in (64), the vector x q can be rewritten as a
and further assuming that each
which coincidences with (57), and  SNR SNR
From the law of large numbers, for l  ¥ follows that
with unit probability, which allows to rewrite (73) specifically as 
In particular, projecting x i ¢ P onto
The subcarrier spreading technique is illustrated in Fig. 2 
The subcarrier spreading technique scans through the n sub-channels to estimate the transmittance coefficients of the l "good" sub-channels 0 1 ,   , and 4  (depicted by blue). The process iterates in l steps.
The scanned sub-channels of the i-th iteration step are depicted by the thick frame. in each iteration steps (The "good" sub-channels are depicted in blue.).
From (80), the
which yields a  mean square error without loss of generality as 
Assuming that the sub-channel estimation phase is repeated for k-times, the resulting
)
from which
and  ( ) 
In particular, the resulting error probability is
Hence, the subcarrier spreading technique allows us to construct
with a theoretical error-minimum [23] [24] [25] in the presence of a Gaussian noise.
The err p and ( ) k err p error probabilities of (57) and (87) for
are compared in Fig. 3 . By an averaging over
, the results can be extended for ar- 
■
Adaptive Detection for Multicarrier CVQKD
First the results are proposed for single adaptive quadrature detection. The collective adaptive quadrature detection for multicarrier CVQKD is discussed in the second part.
Single Adaptive Quadrature Detection
Proposition 1 (Single adaptive multicarrier detection). For any
, and
Proof. The first part of the proof discusses the hom M homodyne detection. In the second part, the results for the het M heterodyne measurement setting are derived. 
where , 
and n can be defined as ( 
where c is a real variable, and without loss of generality let
thus,
) † † 1 1 0
The result in (94), at 1 c = , can be rewritten as
is satisfied, then  can also be extracted in  , using
The results are proposed for collective adaptive quadrature detection in Theorem 2.
Collective Adaptive Quadrature Detection Theorem 2 (Sufficient statistics for collective adaptive detection). For a d-dimensional input
From A , A is expressed as ( ) ( )
Note that in a CVQKD setting, private classical information (i.e., d-dimensional random private classical p codewords) is shared between the legal parties. Thus, in particular, using A z and B z , the d-dimensional random private codewords A p and B p [5] [6] [7] are defined with the relation
where { } M is the codeword difference matrix at 2 N = , expressed as
From (107) and (108), the d  sufficient statistic is precisely as follows
and ( ) ( )
are scalars.
To verify (109), first we rewrite (106) as
which lies in a g subspace of one  real dimension. From (111), let ¢ Z be defined as (
Specifically, using the results obtained in (111) 
is a complex scalar.
( )
Re G Î  and
which identifies the
, respectively.
In particular, the fact that the result G of the  projection contains all information for the decoding is verified as follows. Let uv G be an orthogonal matrix [23] , where uv indexes the row and column of G . Let 1v º G A, and let the other unit norm rows to be orthogonal to A and to each other. Then, (114) yields a vector L precisely as
where Exploiting some fundaments of the maximum likelihood theory [23] [24] [25] , the decision rule in
: , 
which conditions can be rewritten as † † † † : ,
and † † † † : .
Precisely, using (114), the results of (117)- (118) 
whereas (119)-(120) are reevaluated as : ,
and : .
The decision region is decomposed into hyperplanes 
The err p error probability in the
In the 
Exploiting G , the err p decoding error probability in  is 
and in the subspace of  , it can be evaluated precisely as 
Focusing on subspace d  with N codewords, at a given A , let E be an error event. Then the conditional error probability is
After some calculations, the corresponding error probability is yielded as
The matrix [23] [24] [25] .
In particular, the result in (133) can be further exploited to derive
where k U is the k-th user, 0, , 1
, , 0, A is an k r -dimensional vector with a j-th entry of ( ) ( )
, that is, the averaged Fourier-transformed sub-channel coeffi-
where ( ) ( )
In the further parts of the proof, without loss of generality, we assume collective measurement for each k U , and let the number input codewords be selected to 2
Then for any k U , applying the results of Theorem 2 leads to
In particular, projecting
are scalars, which yields the
Note that a strictly suboptimal ( ) k ¢ z decoding operation can also be defined by applying k on
Precisely, in this case, the resulting k r -dimensional scaled noise
of each k U user's is correlated; thus, (139) can be rewritten as (
In particular, applying a projection
is a random variable (scaled noise), which is completely independent from the noise
where operator  inverts the sign of some corresponding terms of To derive the error probability, we can directly apply the results of Theorem 2. Let 2 N = ; thus, in a ( )
Conclusions
The multicarrier CVQKD transmission utilizes subcarrier CVs for information transmission. We introduced the adaptive quadrature detection for multicarrier CVQKD. The proposed decoding scheme exploits the statistics of the sub-channels, which are provided by our sub-channel estimation phase. The sub-channel estimation procedure scans through the conditions of the subchannels via pilot-subcarrier CVs. The error probability of the sub-channel estimation reaches the theoretical minimum via our subcarrier spreading technique. Adaptive quadrature decoding can be performed with homodyne or heterodyne measurement, single or collective measurement setting. We also extended the adaptive quadrature detection for a multiuser multicarrier CVQKD setting. The adaptive quadrature detection scheme provides a flexible framework to extract the potential of multicarrier CVQKD, specifically functional and convenient for experimental scenarios. 
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